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Safety Recall N476
Overview

What is Safety Recall N476 and why 
is it being released?

What vehicles are in N476?
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Safety Recall N476
Overview

What is Safety Recall N476 and why 
is it being released?

What vehicles are in N476?

Safety Recall N476 is being released 
to repair a potential concern with 
door latches on vehicles that were not 
correctly repaired in Safety Recall 
N335.

The vehicles included in N476 are 
vehicles that have previously had 
Safety Recall N335 
performed/claimed but, records show 
one or more of the following:
• No record of a successful IDU2 

door latch test.
• No record of a successful “Disable 

Fast Unlock/ Open Actuator” 
routine completion.

SDD160.01_341 
Required for this repair 
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Safety Recall N476
Overview

Why has the SDD software changed?

What is different in the repair 
procedures?
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Safety Recall N476
Overview

Why has the SDD software changed?

What is different in the repair 
procedures?

Once the Fast Unlock/Open Actuator 
has been disabled, testing the door 
latch with the IDU2 tester is not 
possible. Software had to be written 
to enable the Fast Unlock/Open 
Actuator to allow for IDU2 testing, 
then disable it upon completion of the 
test.

There is only one hyperlink to perform 
all the required steps with SDD.

The IDU2 latch testing and Disable 
Fast Unlock/ Open Actuator routines 
have been combined into one 
continuous routine.

If required, any door latch cable cord 
that requires to be cut will be done 
after completion of the SDD process.
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Safety Recall N476
Care Points

The power door locks must be operational before attempting to perform this test procedure.

Ensure that an approved battery maintainer is connected to the vehicle and that the battery voltage is within range.
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Safety Recall N476
Care Points

Ensure that the IDU04 cable is connected to the correct fuse.
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Safety Recall N476
Care Points

The door handle must be pulled quickly enough from when reaching for the door handle to test the Fast Unlock/ 
Open Actuator properly. 
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Safety Recall N476
Care Points

During N335 IDU2 testing, each door latch was tested 3 times. With the new IDU2 test procedure, each door 
latch is tested up to 5 times to ensure results.
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Safety Recall N476
Care Points

Upon completion of all SDD steps if any door latch fails the test, refer to the bulletin for service instruction on 
cutting the door latch fast unlock/ open actuator cord.
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Questions
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Q & A
# Question Answer Name Answered by

1
Are we redoing all of these vehicles or only the ones that were not done properly 
the first time?

All the vehicles in Safety Recall N476 are vehicles that have a claim for Safety Recall  N335 
being completed but, records show there was not a successful completion of either the IDU2 
Door Latch test and or Disable - Fast Unlock/Open Actuator RFA programming.

   B t

2
Whats happens if the customer does not replace the latch due to failure of the 
latch prior to performing recall? Does this means we unable to perform a this 
safety recall?

The vehicle power door lock system must be operational to perform the Recall test 
procedure. Any diagnosis and repair of the power door locksystem is outside the scope of 
this Recall. Any repair to the power door lock system would be subject to normal warranty 
policies and coverages. The Recall cannot be performed on a vehicle that does not have 
functioning power door locks. If a vehicle presented for the Safety Recall N335 or N476 does 
not have functioning power door locks and the warranty coverage for this item has expired, 
the customer would be responsible for having the power door lock system repaired prior to 
the Recall being performed. Should a customer decline the repair, the Repair Order should 
be documented accordingly and the Recall remains open for the vehicle.

Anonymous J  B t

3
Will the document state clearly that the door locks must work and the customer is 
responsible for that repair?

Yes, the bulletin does state the door locks must be operational before the repair process is 
attempted.

 J  

4 Will DDW show which cars will need this additional testing?
All open VIN for this new Recall N476  will flag open in the new warranty portal which 
replaces DDW.

Anonymous A n 

5
If the vehicle is coming in for the new recall and has already had the cables cut on 
a previous visit, how will this affect the readings on the IDU? Will it show a 
failure? If so, how?

The IDU2 diagnostic tester will recognise that the cord has been cut in the door latch through 
a complex algorithm for metering circuit current ramping. There will be a a message 
displayed on the test results screen that states "Non-intrusive test passed,   (the door latch 
location) has cut cord detected" and the door graphic will have a green check mark next to 
the door.

Je  t

6 Is the software already on SDD? Customers are getting letters.

Yes this version of SDD software is now released onto the tool. As is required by Federal law, 
customers were notified by mail in August if their vehicle was affected.  That letter was the 
interim notification that stated the repair was not avalable and they will receive a 2nd letter 
after the repair is published. After we launch N476 repair buleltin to TOPIx we will be mailing 
all customers a 2nd time advising them to contact their retailer to make an appointment.

Anonymous 
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Thank You



Jaguar Land Rover
W/1/26 Abbey Road, Whitley
Coventry CV3 4LF, UK

jaguarlandrover.com

THANK YOU
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